Let L be a unimodular indefinite hermitian lattice over the integers o of an algebraic number field, and N(L, c) the number of primitive representations of ce o by L that are inequalivant modulo the action of the integral special unitary group SU(L) on L. The value of N(L,c) is determined from the local representations via a product formula.
Introduction
Let F be an algebraic number field and K a quadratic extension of F. Let V be an indefinite hermitian space over K of finite dimension « > 3 and f: V x V -► K the associated nondegenerate hermitian form on V with respect to the nontrivial automorphism * of K over F where f(ax, by) = a*f(x,y)b.
Assume V supports a unimodular lattice L (in the sense of O'Meara [O'M, 82G] for quadratic spaces). Denote by U(V) the unitary group of V and by U(L) the subgroup of isometries in U(V) that leave L invariant. We study the orbits of primitive elements in L under the action of the special unitary group SU(L) = U(L)r\SL(V). The problem is first solved locally; the global result is then obtained by applying the strong approximation theorem of Shimura [S, 5.12] . The analogous problem for quadratic lattices was considered in [J4] ; earlier work on this integral version of Witt's theorem can be found in [Jl, J2, N and W] . Kilhefner [K] gives hermitian analogues for the results in [Jl] .
Let Qf be the set of all nontrivial prime spots on F and S the set of all finite prime spots. Denote by o = op the associated Dedekind ring of algebraic integers. Let £>k be the integral closure of Of in K. Although L is an Dé-module, most of the calculations are done locally at the dyadic primes in S that ramify in K. The localization procedure followed here is essentially that first studied by Shimura [S] (see also [G] ). Let p be a prime spot of [N(Lp,c) p where the product is taken over all dyadic primes p G S that ramify in K.
Note that the Witt index condition on V _L (-c) is always satisfied when there exists a spot q ^ S which splits in K. For example, the condition is satisfied if K c R, the real field. The values of A(L, c) will be explicitly calculated in some special cases, including F = Q (see Theorem 6.1), or K a cyclotomic field (see §7). Since the structure of local hermitian lattices is simpler than that of local quadratic lattices, the final results here will be more general than those in [J4] .
Global orbits
The following result reduces the question of global equivalence of representations of the corresponding local problems.
Theorem 2.1. Let L be a unimodular lattice on a hermitian space V with dimension « > 3. Let c be a nonzero element in oF and assume V _l_ (-c) has local Witt index at least two for some q £ S. Let x, y G L(c) be locally equivalent at each p G S. Then there exists tp G SU(L) such that tp(x) = y. Proof. By hypothesis, there exist local tpp G SU(LP) such that <pp(x) = y for each p G S. By Witt's theorem, there exists 8 e U(V) such that 8(x) = y. Let detö = «. Then the norm NK/F(n) = 1. Take r e V with f(r) ^ 0 and f(r,x) = 0. Since the quasi-symmetry ¥(r): zhz-(1-n)f(r, z)f(r)~xr, z&V, fixes x and detö*P(r)_1 = 1 , we may assume 8eSU(V \p by the identity to SU(V) and put tp = dip e SU(V). Then tp(x) = y and \\tp\\p = 1 for all p G S, provided e was chosen sufficiently small initially.
Hence tp G SU(L). D
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is similar to that for the analogous result in quadratic spaces, namely, Theorem 2.3 in [J4] ; it will be given after some local results have been developed. 
This theorem provides the information needed to calculate N(LP, c) . To prove the theorem we must first determine the structure of L'p at the dyadic primes and find generators for SU(LP). Both of those problems have already been investigated in [J3] .
When p does not split in K, let Kp = FP(Ç) where Ç2 G op and Ç* = -Ç. Fix a prime n in Kp and p in Fp and let e = ordp 2. In the nondyadic case Dp is generated over op by 1 and Ç provided we choose Ç to be a prime or a unit according as the extension is ramified or not. If p is dyadic, there are the following three possible types of extension of Kp over Fp (see [Jc] or [O'M, 63.2 and 63.3] for more details).
(i) Kp is an unramified extension of Fp. Then Ç2 = 1 + 4ô with S a unit in Op, and Dp consists of the elements (a + Cß)/2 with a, ß G op and a = ß mod 2 . Here 2DP = ye . (ii) Kp is a ramified extension of Fp and Ç is a prime in Kp-the ramified prime case. Now we may assume n = Ç, p = nn* and Dp is generated over op by 1 and n. Here 2DP = ?ß2e.
(iii) Kp is a ramified extension of Fp and C is a unit in Kp-the ramified unit case. We now have (2 = 1 -p2h+xS for some unit Ô in op and some rational integer « with 0 < « < e. Put n = ( 1 + Qp~h so that nn* = pa . Here Dp consists of the elements (a + Cß)p~h with a, ß G Op and a = ß mod ph ; also 2DP = <p2e .
In summary, if Kp/Fp is a quadratic extension of fields, Dp consists of the elements (a + Cß)p~h with a, ß G op and a = ß modph , where we define « = 0 in the nondyadic and ramified prime dyadic cases, and « = e in the unramified dyadic case. Note that Tp(Dp) = 2p_Aop. Let ilp denote the group of units in Dp, and up the units in op. Then [up: Ap(ilp)] = 2 when p is ramified dyadic. Also, let / denote the residue class degree of the local field Fp. We now define the standard isometries needed in the unitary group U(LP). Put p = (1,0) when p is split. Otherwise, fix 2p = 1 except when Fp is dyadic and Kp is either an unramified or a ramified unit extension of Fp ; in these exceptional cases fix 2p = 1 + C G phDp. Then Tp(p) = 1. For 5 G Afp = Afp n Lp, define the Eichler transformation E(u, s) by
Then E(u, s) G SU(LP) (note that pf(s) e Dp by Lemma 3.3). Let W denote the subgroup of SU(Lp) generated by the Eichler transformations E(u, s) and E(v , s) with 5 G A/p . Let X in Dp have Tp(X) = 0. The transvection T¿(u) is defined by Tx(u)(x) = x+ Xf(u, x)u, xeLp.
Then T¿(u) and T¿(v) belong to SU(LP). Let v t¿ 0 in Dp satisfy Tp(v) = Np(u). For r G Lp with uf(r)~x in Dp, define the quasi-symmetry ^"(r) by
Then ¥"(»■) G U(LP) and det ¥"(!■) = 1 -1/.
Lemma 3.6. U(HP) is generated by quasi-symmetries and transvections. Proof. We will reduce tp e U(HP) to the identity using quasi-symmetries and , U(LP) is generated by If, U(HP) and at most one symmetry in U(BP). Observe first that 6(x) = x mod ?ßmL'p when 8 is an Eichler transformation E(u, s) or E(v, s) with s e Mp, or when 8 is an element in U(HP) (since f(8(x) -x, Hp) c <pm). Moreover, if 4^(7) g U(Hp) , then /(/) G 2p_A0p and, consequently, X G 2p_ADp. It remains to study the effect of a quasi-symmetry *VV from U(BP) in tp . Since det tp = 1 and det*¥v = 1 -v , and since U(HP) is generated by transvections and quasi-symmetries, there will also have to be quasi-symmetry from U(HP) in tp ; consequently v G 2p~hDp. When Bp = Opw , f(w) is a unit, ^e~hw c L'p and ^(tu)(jc) = x mod ymL'p since m < e-h . When rankZ?p = 2, take ßp as in Lemma 3.5 . If k = 0 there is nothing to prove since Lp = L'p. Finally assume k > 1 . The quasi-symmetry needed is *P.,(r) with r = w -f(w)z (see [J3, p. 477] ). Then *F,,(r)(.x) = x mod <J3wLp since qp*r c L;.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (sufficiency). Assume primitive x, y in Lp satisfy the three conditions given in Theorem 3.1. Let x = au + bv + r with a, b G *Pm and r G Mp. We prove first there exists tp g SU(Lp) such that tp(x) = nmu + b'v + r'. Note that when the quasi-symmetry ¥"(/) lies in U(HP), with 7 G Hp, then 4/t/(7)4/I/(tt;)_1 G SU(LP), where w is as in Lemma 3.5 (since ordp f(w) < ordp/(7)). Assume, therefore, ordpa < ordpb (otherwise usê (u-v) to interchange u and v). If ordKa > m there exists tx £ Mp such that ord-t /(/i, r) = m. The coefficient of u in £(«, /i)(x) now has order m and we may assume a = nme with e G ilp. Apply the isometry u h-> e_177, v i-+ e*u to x ; although this isometry needed not be in SU(LP), by Lemma 3.6 it can be multiplied by a quasi-symmetry x¥u(w) so that the product is in SU(LP). We may now assume a = nm . Likewise, assume y = au + cv + s with 5 G Afp. By condition (iii), x-y = (b' -c)v + (r' -s) G ?ßmL'p . Hence 7' = a~x(r' -s) G Afp" and E(v , t')(x) = au + c'v +s. Put X = a~x(c -c').
Then TP(X) = 0, since f(x) = f(y), and T¿(v)E(v, t')(x) = y, completing the proof. into the Cartesian product of the corresponding local orbits 0(LP, c). By Corollary 3.7, the product is essentially over the dyadic primes p e S which ramify in K. The map is injective by Theorem 2.1 so it remains to show that T is surjective. We are given primitive xp G Lp with /(xp) = c for each dyadic p G S that ramifies. Since « > 3 there exist similar xp G Lp for all remaining p £ S. Also, by hypothesis, there exists primitive r G L with f(r) = c. By Witt's theorem, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 , there exist 8P G SU(VP) such that öp(Xp) = r for each dyadic p G S that ramifies, and by Theorem 3.1 corresponding 8P in SU(LP) for the remaining peS. There now exists \p G SU(V), by strong approximation [S, 5.12] , such that \\ip -8PX\\P is small for all ramifying dyadic primes, while ||y/\\p = 1 at the remaining p £ S. Put y = tp(r) so that f(y) = c. Then y is close to xp, and hence primitive in Lp, for all ramifying dyadic p. For the remaining p £ S, \p £ SU(LP) and hence y £ L is primitive. Moreover, y/8p G SU(LP) and \pdp(xp) =y for all ramifying dyadic primes. Hence the orbit of y in 0(L, c) is mapped by T onto the product of the orbits of xp, for the ramifying dyadic primes.
Remark. Theorem 1.1 is still true if the assumption " L represents c " is replaced by " Fq represents c for all q ^ S." Then there exists r £ V with f(r) = c by the Hasse Minkowski Theorem. Since r £ Lp for almost all p G S, the above proof is easily modified by including the finite number of exceptions in the approximations ||^ -8PX\\P small.
Local representations: « odd
We now compute A(LP, c) when « = rank Lp is odd and p is ramified dyadic. As in Lemma 3.5, Lp = Hp X Jp L Dpw and L'p = Hp X Jp X <pe-*u;.
The discriminant ¿/Lp = (-l)("_1)/2/(u»)Ap ( Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.1 and the local results in the two previous sections since e = f = 1 for any ramifying dyadic prime.
Remark. This theorem also provides information about the orbits in L(c) under the action of the group U(L). Clearly, when N(L, c) = 1 there is also only one orbit under the action of U(L). However, when N(L, c) > 1 there will also be at least two orbits under U(L), for no locally characteristic vector in L(c) can be mapped by U(L) into a locally noncharacteristic vector.
Example. Assume m = 3 mod 4 and L is a free Démodule with orthogonal basis xi, ... , xn , where f(x¡) = -I for I < i < r and f(x¡) = 1 for r + 1 < / < « . Then dL2 = (-l)r g A2(il2) if and only if r is even (and then S(L2) = 0 or 1). Assume 1 < r < n where m < 0 so that L is indefinite. Let c € Z be nonzero. When m < 0, assume r > 2 if c < 0, and r < n -2 if c > 0, so that the index condition on F X (~c) is satisfied. Then N(L, c) = 3 if either « is even and c = 2r mod 4, or « is odd and c = 2r + 1 mod 4 ; otherwise N(L, c) = 1 .
Cyclotomics fields
We now consider hermitian forms over the cyclotomic field K = Q(co), with ta a primitive mth root of unity, and F = Q(co) D R = Q(fe> + to*) the maximal real subfield of K . The involution * on K is complex conjugation. Let o = oF be the ring of algebraic integers in F .
Theorem 7.1. Let L be a unimodular lattice on an hermitian space V of dimension « > 3 over K = Q(co) where to is a primitive mth root of unity and m > 3 is odd. Assume L represents c £ oF, c / 0, and the local Witt index of V X (-c) 75 ¿77 least two for some archimedean prime spot. Then N(L, c) = 1.
Proof. When m > 3 is odd, the prime 2 is unramified in K and, consequently, N(L, c) < 1 for any nonzero c £ oF , by Theorem 1.1. D When m = 2k > 4, it follows that / G K where 72 = -1 , and hence K = F(i). Moreover, 2 totally ramifies in K. When p G S is the unique dyadic prime spot, Kp /Fp is a dyadic ramified unit extension with e = ord2 p = \4>(2k) = 2k~2. Since i2 = 1 -pee with e a unit in op, it follows that « = 0 when e = 1, and e > « > \ (e -1 ), in general. Therefore, e = 2 and « = 1 when m = 8. Lemma 7.2. Let K = Q(to) where to is a primitive mth root of unity with m = 2k > 4. If p is the unique prime spot over 2, then Kp/Fp is a ramified unit extension with e = m/4 and « = e -1. Proof. It remains to show « = e -1 when m > 16. Put p = to + to* £ op. Since e is a 2-power, (e/2 ) = 2 mod 4, and ( e¡ ) = 0 mod 4 for 1 < / < e/2. Hence of = i and pe = (to + co*)e = 2 mod 4, so that p is prime in Fp. Put a = 1 +pe/2+pie/4+pleß + . . . ^(e-iy/*.
Then ¿z g op and (¿z/)2 = 1 -p2e~x mod 4. Since Ap = Fp(ai) it follows that h = e -I. D Now return to the general cyclotomic field K = Q(to) where m = 2km! with k > 2 and m' odd. Let p be a dyadic prime spot in S. Denote by g the number of dyadic spots in 5. Each p will now ramify in K. As before, let e = ordp 2 be the ramification index in Fp and hence also in F. Then e = 2k~2, since 2 is unramified in Q(to') where to' is a primitive m'th root of unity. Let / denote the residue class degree of p in F (and hence also in K = F(i)). Then / > 1 is minimal such that 2-f = 1 mod m' (with / = 1 when m! = 1) and 2efg = tp(m). Hence fg = tp(m'). Define g' = g'(L) (< g) to be the number of dyadic primes p where ô(Lp) = 1 when « is odd, and where t5(Lp) = 0 and Lp is not an even lattice when « is even. Define g" (< g -g') to be the number of dyadic primes where ô(Lp) = 2 and Lp is not even. Theorem 7.3. Let L be a unimodular lattice on an hermitian space V of dimension « > 3 over K = Q(to) , where to is a primitive mth root of unity. Assume L represents the nonzero integer c G Z and that the local Witt index of V X (-c) is at least two at some archimedean prime spot. Then, when m = 0 mod 8, Now assume « is odd. As in Lemma 7.2, take pe = 2 mod 4 and Ç2 -1 -p2*-1 mod 4. Consider first ô(Lp) = -1. Choose b G up such that A2 + X = b mod p has no roots; in particular, take b = 1 when / is odd. Put f(w) = 1 + pb $. Ap(ilp). When e > 2, the congruence in Lemma 4.3 has no solutions for c odd, and hence there are no characteristic representations of c. When e = 1, so that p = 2 and n = I + i, the congruence has a solution if and only if c = 3 mod 4 and / is odd (that is when b = 1 ). Finally let ô(Lp) = 1 = f(w). If c is odd, the congruence in Lemma 4.3 can always be solved when e > 2, or when c = 1 mod 4. However, if e = 1 and c = 3 mod 4, the congruence can only be solved when / is even, since it reduces to solving X2 + X = 1 mod 2. The remaining parts of the theorem now follow from Lemma 4.5.
Remarks. The value of A(L, c) can be computed when c $. Z, but it now also depends on the varying values of ordp c at the dyadic primes. The comment following Theorem 6.1 also applies here.
